We study a minimal lattice model which describes bidirectional transport of "particles" driven along a one dimensional track, as is observed in microtubule based, motor protein driven bidirectional transport of cargo vesicles, lipid bodies and organelles such as mitochondria. This minimal model, a multi-species totally asymmetric exclusion process (TASEP) with directional switching, can provide a framework for understanding the interplay between the switching dynamics of individual particles and the collective movement of particles in 1-dimension. When switching is much faster than translocation, the steady state density and current profiles of the particles are homogeneous in the bulk and are well described by a Mean-Field (MF) theory, as determined by comparison to a Monte Carlo simulation. In this limit, we construct a non-equilibrium phase diagram. Away from this fast switching regime, the MF theory fails, although the average bulk density profile still remains homogeneous. We study the steady state behaviour as a function of the ratio of the translocation and net switching rates, Q, and find a unique first-order phase transition at a finite Q associated with a discontinuous change of the bulk density. When the switching rate is decreased further (keeping translocation rate fixed), the system approaches a jammed phase with a net current that tends to zero as J ∼ 1/Q.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intracellular transport of molecules or cargo vesicles often proceed bidirectionally along one-dimensional cytoskeletal filaments such as microtubules. The most well studied of these are the dynamics of pigment granules in melanophores [1] , mitochondria in the axons of neuronal cells [2, 3] , endosomes in Dictyostelium cells [4] and lipiddroplets in Drosophila embryos [5, 6] . Bidirectionality is achieved by binding to oppositely directed motor proteins such as kinesin and dynein working in a regulated manner [7, 8] . Typically intracellular transport along a single filament involves many cargo vesicles /organelles, having a distribution of sizes. In order to have unimpeded and efficient movement of the cargo, the "singleparticle" switching mechanism must be coordinated with the collective "many-particle" behaviour. This provides the motivation for the study of minimal models of bidirectional transport that highlight this interplay between individual switching and collective movement of motile elements.
With this in mind, we extend the popular onedimensional (1d) driven diffusive models to describe bidirectional movement. In spite of their inherent simplicity, driven diffusive systems exhibit a rich phase diagram characterized by novel non-equilibrium steady states with finite macroscopic current [9] [10] [11] [12] and boundary induced phase transitions [9, [13] [14] [15] . A particular example of such models is the Totally Asymmetric Exclusion Process (TASEP), in which the 'particles' hop unidirectionally with a single rate and interact via hard-core repulsion. Introduction of oppositely directed species in the TASEP model would inevitably lead to jamming. A natural way to avoid this would be to have stochastic (or regulated) directional switching of the oppositely directed species. Here we study a two species TASEP model for driven transport where the two species are oppositely directed and can interconvert stochastically leading to directional switching. This minimal model shows bidirectional transport and a variety of nonequilibrium phase transitions. We focus our attention on the situation where the translocating particles remain attached to the 1-d filament, the conserved model, first introduced in [16] , in contrast to the situation studied in [17, 18] , where translocating particles are subject to Langmuir (un)binding kinetics leading to particle nonconservation in the bulk.
In Section II, we describe the model and study it using a continuum mean-field (MF) approach in the limit for which the dynamics of switching is much faster than the translocation of the individual species. A comparison of the mean field results with Monte-Carlo simulations show very good agreement for the density and current profile in the bulk. We also find that the steady state solution for average density and current is always homogeneous. In Section III we use a domain wall anal-ysis [13] to study perturbations of the steady states and construct a nonequilibrium phase diagram. The diverse nature of phases are analyzed in terms of variations of switching rate. The model also exhibits switching rate induced current reversal. Away from this fast switching regime, MF theory fails. In Section IV, we use numerical simulations to systematically study departures from this fast switching limit. We study it in terms of the ratio of the translocation and net switching rates, Q. We find a first-order phase transition, associated with a discontinuous change of bulk density on variation of Q. For a fixed translocation rate when Q is increased further, the system approaches a jammed phase with a net current that approaches zero as J ∼ 1/Q and a density profile that is independent of the boundary (un)loading rates. Finally in Section V we discuss the possible ramifications of these results on filament based intracellular transport.
II. TWO SPECIES MODEL
Cargo vesicles bound to multiple +/− end directed motors moving along a microtubule, either make steps towards the +/− end or stop, as a result of the regulated switching of the bound motors. Thus, transitions in the cargo vesicle through 'chemical space' (defined by the states of the multiple motors) gives rise to movement in physical space (a translocation towards the +/− end or stationary). For a minimal model, we will restrict the instantaneous state of a 'particle' to be either in a (+)-directed state or (−)-directed state, with fixed switching rates between them [19] . Switching can be a result of an internal regulatory mechanism attributed to self regulation by motors or external regulation [3] The discrete equations motion for the left and right moving vesicles at site i are expressed in terms of occupation number operators,
for i = 1, . . . , N − 2. The terms on the right hand side have their usual interpretation of gain and loss terms at each site i, arising from translocation and switching processes. The corresponding current for the left and right moving particles can be expressed as
The vacancy occupation number n 0 i is determined by the conservation law n
The boundary conditions can be expressed in terms of the instantaneous vacancy number, n 0 i . At the left boundary site, i = 0, a vacancy enters, when either a (−) particle leaves the left boundary or a (+) particle hops to the neighbouring site in the bulk. Similarly a vacancy leaves the boundary site at the left boundary when either a (+) enters the boundary site, i = 0 or a (−) particle enters this site the next neighbouring site in the bulk, i = 1. Accordingly,
Similarly the evolution of vacancies at the right boundary reads
If one averages the occupation number of each species over the events that may occur between t and t + dt and over all histories up to time t, then the corresponding equations of motion for the expectation value of the occupation numbers are given by,
For the boundary at i = 0,
For the boundary at i = N − 1,
To determine the expectation value of occupation number one requires the knowledge of all higher order correlations which makes it analytically intractable [11] . In specific cases like TASEP, owing to special conservation laws, this moment hierarchy can be handled exactly using matrix methods [20, 21] . In situations where the fluctuations of the number densities are smaller than mean density, a mean field approach works remarkably well [11, 13] .
We will see that mean field approach works very well when the process of interconversion is much faster than the translational hopping on the lattice, i.e., k + , k − ≫ a (referred to as the fast switching limit). However away from this limit, the mean field approach fails, as seen by comparing with results from Monte-Carlo simulations.
A. Mean field and Continuum limit
Defining ρ
, the mean field approximation amounts to factorizing all the two-point correlators arising out of the different combinations of n
as a product of their averages,
After taking the expectation values of the operator equations, we go over to a continuum description. We normalize the total length of the lattice, L to 1 and let N → ∞ so that the lattice spacing ǫ = L N → 0 in the thermodynamic limit. The rescaled position variables are defined as x = i/N − 1, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 To go from discrete number representation to continuum density, we Taylor expand,
It useful to re-express the two species densities ρ + (x) and ρ − (x) in terms of the total cargo density and the relative concentration of the different species, ρ = ρ + +ρ − and φ = ρ + − ρ − . To leading order in ǫ, the evolution equations then read as,
At steady state, Eq.(10) implies that φ(1 − ρ) is constant in space. We note that −aρ(1 − ρ) is the expression for vacancy current. At steady state, in the absence of any sink and source terms in the bulk, the conservation of vacancies in the bulk implies that the vacancy current is spatially homogeneous. This implies that both φ and ρ are individually spatially homogeneous at steady state.
In the thermodynamic limit of ǫ → 0, following Eq.(11), the two densities become proportional to each other,
where we have introduced the effective ratio of interconversion rates K + = k+ k− and W + = 1 + K + . From this relation we obtain the corresponding relation between the local occupancy of each species
Using eq. (13), the corresponding expressions for the steady state currents for the individual species are, Eq.(10) also implies that the currents J + , J − are constant in the bulk with no spatial variation. Further, they are related to each other by,
The total particle current in the bulk reduces to,
which explicitly shows that switching dynamics due to regulatory mechanism allows for current reversal. For 0 < K + < 1, the overall flux of vesicles is from left to right while for K + > 1, the overall flux is from right to left.
B. Boundary Condition
The steady state condition at the boundaries, is that the entry and exit rates of vacancies should match. In the thermodynamic limit, the entry and exit rates of the vacancies at site i = 0 read,
This also follows as a consequence of Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) after appropriately invoking the Mean-Field limit and then taking the continuum limit. At steady state R ent = R ext . Using the fact that ρ + = K + ρ − we obtain,
where
Similarly, at the right boundary of the filament, x = 1,
III. PHASES AND DOMAIN WALL ANALYSIS
In the limit of ǫ → 0, both the boundary conditions cannot be satisfied simultaneously. Therefore either the steady state solution satisfies the boundary condition at the left (x = 0) or it satisfies the boundary condition at the right (x = 1) and both of these correspond to the two possible stationary states and correspondingly two different phases.
In addition, there is a one more phase, the maximal current phase. It corresponds to a situation where the stationary state is independent of the entry and exit rates of particles at the boundaries and the state is determined by maximizing the current in the lattice. Maximizing the expression for currents in eq. (14), the density and current in this phase are,
Thus, similar to TASEP, there are three possible phases : Low density (LD) phase corresponding to stationary state satisfying the left boundary condition at x = 0, a High density (HD) phase corresponding to stationary state satisfying the right boundary condition at x = 1 and a maximal current (MC) phase corresponding to the stationary state which is independent of the boundary conditions. In order to construct the phase diagram, we need a selection criterion for a given phase. A reasonable selection criterion is provided by the domain wall analysis [13] . A domain wall is initially constructed as an interfacial region separating two distinct stationary states. If this configuration is unstable, then the domain wall will move to totally eliminate the unstable state. At phase coexistence, the domain wall velocity will be zero.
The expression for the velocity of the domain wall is
where J (21), we obtain the equation for the LD-MC phase boundary, 
which is a straight line parallel to β + axis. We see that beyond a critical value of α − (a multicritical point ), the maximal current phase does not occur in physical range of entry and exit rates. Thus the high density phase and the low density phase are the only two phases which can occur in such a situation. Finally, the LD-HD phase boundary is given by,
where, Z = 2[
. Note that unlike TASEP, the phase boundary separating the low and high density phases is not a straight line. Fig. 3 shows the mean field phase diagrams and effect of control parameter in expelling the maximal current phase.
IV. BREAK DOWN OF MEAN FIELD AND APPROACH TO JAMMING
So far our study has been restricted to the fast switching regime, where the rates of interconversion are faster than translocation. In order to study deviations away from this particular limit, we define a dimensionless parameter Q = a k++k− , which is the ratio of the translocation rate and the net switching rate. Thus fast switching corresponds to the limit of Q = 0.
Most realistic cellular situations are far from this fastswitching limit. To see this, we estimate the typical values of Q for transport of lipid-droplets in wild type Drosophila embryos [6] . The average run velocity of the lipid droplet, before a switching or pause event, is measured to be ∼ 0.2µms −1 for short runs (0.03 − 0.1 µm) and ∼ 0.5µms −1 for long runs (0.5 − 1 µm) [6] . From this, we estimate the switching rates to be in the range of ∼ (1 − 4)s −1 . Assuming a step size for a single kinesin motor be 8nm and using the measured values for average run velocity, we estimate the typical translocation rate a to be ∼ (25 − 50)s −1 , This would imply that the typical range of Q would be between 3 − 25.
Can we employ the same theoretical mean field strategy, as in the Q = 0 limit ? Unfortunately we find that the mean field predictions fail completely when Q > 0, as is revealed by comparison with Monte Carlo simulations. Our 'exact' analytic study in the Q = 0 limit is nevertheless useful in providing a conceptual basis to analyze the numerical simulations when Q > 0.
In Fig. 4 we show the density profile obtained for different values of Q, keeping the entry and exit rates of particles at the boundaries fixed. Fig. 4(a) shows how for values of Q close 0, the MF prediction for densities matches well with the Monte-Carlo simulations. The parameter values shown in the figure correspond to a region in Low Density (LD) phase. On increasing Q, the bulk density increases continuously and starts deviating from the MF prediction. However the ratio of densities of the two species expressed in eq.(13) remains unaltered with change in Q. The corresponding value of current in the system also deviates from the MF value and decreases continuously with the increase in Q. Fig. 4(b) shows that at Q ≈ 0.84, there is a first order transition, associated with a discontinuous change of density from a low density (LD) phase to a high density (HD) phase. The current remains continuous across the phase transition. This non-equilibrium phase transition is unique, arising out of an interplay between translocation and switching dynamics in this driven system. However if the initial phase at Q = 0 is either a HD phase or maximal current (MC) phase then no such discontinuous change of density is observed on increasing Q. Instead the bulk density increases continuously with increase in Q, saturating to a maximum value. Fig. 4(a) shows how the value of the density in the HD phase is significantly higher than the MF prediction. On further increasing Q, the density of (+) species increases and asymptotically approaches a maximum value. Correspondingly as shown in Fig. 5(a) , the vacancy density reduces. With an increase of Q, the net current in the system approaches zero. Further, the steady state also becomes independent of the boundaries for higher values of Q. From the log-log plot it can inferred that the net current goes as, J ∼ 1/Q, for large Q. This would imply that J ∼ k ± ; so that when the switching rates are much smaller than the translocation rates, then the net particle flux in the lattice is controlled by the switching process alone.
However, as far as we can tell from our numerical studies of this model, we do not observe any jamming phase transition at finite Q, upto the values of Q = 500 that we have investigated. Beyond that due to the smallness of values of the current, statistically reliable values of current is difficult to obtain numerically. Figure 5(b) shows how J + reduces and system approaches jamming. Although the average steady state profile is homogeneous, there is an increased tendency for the vacancies to cluster, as the system approaches jamming.
It is interesting to compare the steady state properties of the current model with other closely related model. In particular, a two species model proposed in [22] , with dynamic rules : +0 → 0+, 0− → −0 , +− ⇋ −+, has some similarity with the dynamics of the model discussed here. It was found that for a closed ring, for a certain range of relative rates for the process +− ⇋ −+, there is a phase transition associated with the formation of three distinct domain which either move with constant drift velocity or remain in a pinned configuration, depending on the ratio of two species of particles. Apart from the nature of the boundary conditions, the crucial difference between the two models is the aspect of Charge-Parity (CP) conservation -while charge-parity is conserved in [22] , it is explicitly broken in our case because of the switching dynamics. We would like to explore whether the model that we discuss in this paper can also support such novel steady states, if we change the boundary conditions from open to closed.
Based only on our current numerical analysis it is difficult to assess whether this model has a finite Q phase transition to a jammed state with zero particle current or simply a crossover to jamming -clearly this issue needs to addressed analytically.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study a minimal lattice model which describes bidirectional transport of "particles" driven along a one dimensional track, as is observed in microtubule based, motor protein driven bidirectional transport of cargo vesicles, lipid bodies and organelles such as mitochondria. This model can be described as a multispecies totally asymmetric exclusion process (TASEP) with directional switching and which obeys overall particle number conservation in the bulk. It provides a simple framework for understanding the interplay between the switching dynamics of individual particles and the collective movement of particles in 1-dimension.
The model exhibits various interesting features such as current reversal of the net cargo, depending on the effective ratio of the switching rate K + . This aspect of the model is consistent with flux reversals observed in the transport of pigment granules in melanophore cellular extracts, wherein changing the hormonal conditions leads to alterations in the (un)binding rates of the motors [1] . The model predicts a multicritical behaviour; the maximal current phase is absent for the entire physical range of (α + − β + ) phase plane beyond a critical value of α − . Switching rate induced phase transition is another interesting feature exhibited by this model : thus changes in the translocation rate or switching rates of the cargo using say biochemical methods, can lead to sharp changes in the average density profile of transported cargo.
A possible extension of the present model is to go beyond local particle conservation by explicitly allowing particles to exchange with the environment. Such a situation would typically arise when cargo vesicles moving along microtubules, detach from it and move along the surrounding actin meshwork for a short run time, before reattaching to the same microtubule at a different location. Since the individual actin filaments in the actin meshwork are short and orientationally uncorrelated, the movement of the cargo vesicles in the actin meshwork is effectively diffusive. This suggests that the dynamics of cargo vesicles along a microtubule embedded in a confined isotropic actin meshwork can be modeled by an appropriate non-conserved version of the current model.
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